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Building Summary:

Building Floor Area: XXX

Building Floor Area Renovated: XXX

Construction Type: XXX

Design Occupancy: XXX

Use Group: XXX

Scale: 1:500

Regerence Sheets:

T.1

Mitchell + Mouat
NOTES:
1. It is recommended to use the maximum dimensions shown. For the existing ground level or structures, consult the architect or engineer for advice on the minimum required depth of fill.
2. Concrete cover shall be installed in two lifts. The concrete should be placed in a manner that ensures proper compaction and cure.
3. Bar mesh is required for walls, grade beams, and structural columns.
4. Bar mesh is required for grade beams, and structural columns.
5. Walls used in suspended spans, engineered concrete should be designed.

The surface drainage system shall be polyethylene K60 drainage pipe with plastic or steel sheet metal and concrete or cast-in-place concrete. The concrete shall be designed to be durable and resistant to cracking.

The complete drainage system shall be designed by ACO Polyprop Solutions. Any deviation from the original design shall be documented and approved by ACO Polyprop Solutions, Inc.

The system shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions and recommendations. Any deviation from the original design shall be documented and approved by ACO Polyprop Solutions, Inc.
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